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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a luminaire comprising
a housing, a light source and an optically transparent
sheet having a plurality of elongated linear prism struc-
tures with right top angles.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Such a luminaire is known per se, for example
from the published patent application WO 2008/146229,
filed in the name of Applicant. The luminaires described
in said patent application comprise a plurality of illumi-
nation systems, each having a housing, a light source,
an exit window and reflecting means. In the embodiment
shown in Fig. 3-C, a collimating plate is provided on a
wall of the housing. This plate consists of an optically
transparent sheet having a plurality of elongated linear
prism structures with right top angles. This sheet is in-
tended to redirect light beams impinging at grazing an-
gles towards an angle closer to the normal to the sheet.
In the known luminaire, especially light emitting diodes
(LEDs) are used as a light source. During operation of
the luminaire, such LEDs emit Lambertian light in the
direction of the collimating plate, aiming to transform the
LED luminance from a very high and discrete degree to
a uniform degree of brightness which is acceptable to an
observer. Japanese patent application JP2008251451
describes a luminaire with a curved sheet with elongated
linear prism structures, according to the preamble of
claim 1.
[0003] Although said luminaires present a clear im-
provement as compared with the known prior art lumi-
naires, they still have as a drawback that they do not fully
comply with current strict glare requirements. Glare is
caused by excessive contrast between bright and dark
areas in the field of view of an observer. Illumination sys-
tems and luminaires comprising LEDs are known to
cause glare problems. Especially in the design of illumi-
nation systems and luminaires intended for application
in the area of in-house lighting and office lighting, the
issue of glare reduction receives much attention. More-
over, these luminaires are rather expensive and do not
provide much flexibility in beam shaping.

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a luminaire in which the mentioned and/or other draw-
backs are obviated or at least mitigated.
[0005] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, this object is achieved by means of a luminaire com-
prising:

- a housing (2), having at least one side wall part (3)
and a bottom wall part (5),

- a light source (7) being positioned in the housing (2),
and

- a curved, optically transparent sheet (10) having a
plurality of elongated linear prism structures with
right top angles (16) on its concave surface, said
surface facing away from the light source (7), where-
in the curved sheet (10) is clamped in sheet clamps
in a self-bearing manner in the luminaire (1), the mu-
tual distance between the sheet clamps being
changeable for enabling adjustment of the curved
sheet.

[0006] The invention is based on the insight that the
application of an optically transparent sheet having the
indicated characteristics can substantially reduce the re-
maining glare in luminaires. Moreover, it appears that
such sheets can also be used for beam shaping. Sheets
of this type are offered in huge volumes to the LCD in-
dustry by the firms 3M and Reflexite. These sheets are
used in LCDs to improve the brightness considerably
when viewing takes place perpendicularly to the LCD
screen. On one of their main surfaces these sheets have
a plurality of elongated linear prism structures having a
top angle of appr. 90° (= right top angle). The best results
are achieved using sheets with top angles of exactly 90°
(deviation less than 5°). The other main surface is flat
(i.e. not structured). Such sheets are optically transparent
(i.e. non-absorbing) in the visible part of the electromag-
netic spectrum, i.e. in the range between 380 nm and
780 nm. It is noted that the word ’sheet’ in this application
invariably refers to an optically transparent sheet having
a plurality of elongated linear prism structures with right
top angles.
[0007] The luminaire initially need not be provided with
a light source, but could be provided with lamp accom-
modating means in which at a later stage the light source
is to be mounted. Said lamp accommodating means are
located at practically the same location of the light sourc-
es as indicated/shown in the drawing.
[0008] An essential aspect of the present invention is
that the sheet in the luminaire should be curved. As will
be elucidated in the experimental part, the application of
flat sheets does not lead to a sufficient reduction of the
remaining glare generated during operation of the lumi-
naire. It is self-explaining that the (imaginary) axis of cur-
vature runs parallel to the elongated linear prism struc-
tures of the sheet. Said structures should moreover be
on the concave (hollow) surface and should face away
from the light source. Using this configuration of light
source and sheet in a luminaire enables glare reduction
and beam shaping. The invented luminaire can be used
with great advantage if glare reduction and beam shaping
should be optimized. It is noted that the (symmetric) form
of the curved sheet can be adapted and thus glare re-
duction can be obtained and the shape of the light beam
generated by the luminaire can be varied.
[0009] In a preferred embodiment of the luminaire ac-
cording to the invention, the curvature of the sheet (as
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defined in the next paragraph) is between 0.02 and 0.4.
In the case of sheets with a curvature lower than 0.02,
the amount of glare reduction in the luminaire is insuffi-
cient. In the case of a curvature higher than 0.4, too much
intrinsic tension is built up in the sheet, causing risks of
physical damage to the sheet. In the range of 0.1 to 0.3,
optimal values for the curvature are found, in that a good
compromise between glare reduction and internal sheet
stress is reached. The optimal value of curvature in a
sheet is approximately 0.2.
[0010] In the present application, curvature of a sheet
is defined as the ratio between a) the maximum distance
(unity) of the curved sheet to an imaginary flat plane con-
necting two opposing ends of the sheet and b) the dis-
tance (unity) between these ends. Thus, the curvature
of a square sheet of 10 cm x 10 cm having a maximum
distance of 2 cm from the flat plane connecting two op-
posing ends of the sheet, amounts to 0.2. Considering
the mirror plane of both opposing ends of the sheet, the
curve may be symmetric or asymmetric. Although asym-
metric curvature in the sheet will also show the advanta-
geous effect of glare reduction, such curvatures will neg-
atively influence the beam shape of the light exiting the
luminaire. So, sheets having the curve maximum cen-
trally between two opposing edges are preferred. The
(symmetric) curves can have different forms, like a par-
abolic curve or a Gaussian curve.
[0011] Another embodiment of the luminaire according
to the present invention has the feature that the sheet is
clamped in a self-bearing manner in the luminaire. In the
case that the distance between the sheet clamps used
can be changed, the curvature of the sheet can be ad-
justed within certain limits. If the clamping direction can
also be adjusted, additional freedom is provided for ad-
justing the curved form of the sheet, f.i. from a parabolic
form to a Gaussian form. This embodiment of the invent-
ed luminaire can be used with great advantage if glare
reduction and beam shaping should be optimally com-
promised. It is noted that the maximum out-of-plane dis-
tance and the (symmetric) form of the curves can be
adapted independently. These two parameters have dif-
ferent effect on the glare reduction and the shape of the
light beam generated by the luminaire. So, both glare
reduction and beam shaping can be adjusted independ-
ently to a certain degree.
[0012] A further embodiment of the invented luminaire
has as a feature that part of the sheet is provided on the
surface of at least one cylinder segment. Said cylinder
segment may be part of the housing of the luminaire. This
configuration improves the stiffness of the curved sheet,
allowing the use of luminaires with this feature in circum-
stances where servicing of the luminaires is costly and
difficult. In a cross section normal to the axis of the cyl-
inder, the sheet shows an almost perfect circle-form. The
part of the sheet where the light beams are transmitted
during operation of the luminaire should be free from the
cylinder segment. The sheet can be attached in different
ways, like by gluing or clamping, the former being pre-

ferred. The inverse radius of such curved sheets having
a circular cross section preferably ranges between 0.05
cm-1 and 0.15 cm-1, and more preferably between 0.08
cm-1 and 0.12 cm-1. In these ranges optimal compromis-
es between glare reduction and physical stress in the
circularly curved sheet can be achieved.
[0013] The presented invention employs in principle
various types of light sources, like low-pressure dis-
charge lamps, high-pressure discharge lamps, incandes-
cent lamps of laser light sources. Satisfactory results
have been achieved with a one-dimensional light source.
Such a light source can be formed by a fluorescent tube
or by a plurality of LEDs positioned in a straight line (line
lighting). However, most preferred is the embodiment of
the invented luminaire which has the characteristic that
the light source is a two-dimensional area generating light
of a constant flux during operation. Such a light source
can be formed by a number of fluorescent tubes posi-
tioned adjacent to each other. However, it is preferred to
use a two-dimensional array of LEDs. These LEDs can
be positioned on the bottom wall part of the housing in
order to achieve a two-dimensional area of constant flux.
The bottom wall part can be flat but may also be curved.
So, the surface of said wall part can have the form of the
surface of a cylinder segment or a ball segment. Both
single color and multiple color LEDs (especially R,G,B-
LEDs) can be applied in this preferred embodiment. To
improve the uniformity of the flux per area, a diffuser can
be applied in front of the two-dimensional light source.
Especially for luminaires comprising this type of extended
(two-dimensional) light sources, the application of the de-
scribed curved sheets leads to a significant reduction of
glare.
[0014] In a further embodiment of the invented lumi-
naire, the light source comprises a number of blue-emit-
ting LEDs and the housing comprises a layer of phosphor
material for converting at least part of the blue light emit-
ted by the light source into light having a different color.
The layer of phosphor material can be positioned as a
separate layer between the LEDs and the curved sheet.
Said layer can be self-bearing or attached to an optically
transparent substrate. Preferably the layer is not applied
directly on the sheet. By means of this layer of phosphor
material, optimization of the color rendering index (CRI)
is possible, which is especially beneficial when the lumi-
naire is used for office lighting.
[0015] Another embodiment of the invented luminaire
is characterized in that the light source comprises a
number of LEDs positioned in the housing on at least one
of the side wall parts, and that reflecting means are po-
sitioned in the housing for directing the light generated
by the LEDs via the curved sheet to the exit window. In
this embodiment, most of the light emitted by the LEDs
impinges indirectly (via the reflecting means) on the
curved sheet. This embodiment is especially suited for
use in luminaires having a rectangular housing. The
LEDs are preferably positioned on one of the two end
wall portions (or on both). It is preferred that all inside
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surfaces of the wall parts of the housing are reflective
(specular or prismatic). On at least one of the two side
wall portions, but preferably on the bottom wall portion,
(diffuse) outcoupling structures are applied, like printed
dots.
[0016] Interesting is also the embodiment of the lumi-
naire according to the present invention, in which the
housing comprises a second light exit window in the bot-
tom wall part. In such a luminaire, the light sources, pref-
erably being LEDs, are positioned on one or more of the
side walls. The second exit window need not completely
cover the bottom wall portion, but may form part of it. In
said embodiment, some LEDs may also be positioned
on the (non-transparent) part of the bottom wall portion.
The housing may be rectangular, but preferably has a
circular form. It is advantageous to position a diffuser
plate between the LEDs and the curved sheet. This
measure results in better uniformity in the light flux per
area of the beam that excites the light exit window.
[0017] The second light exit window may be formed by
a diffuser plate. Preferred however is the use of an opti-
cally transparent sheet (10) having a plurality of elongat-
ed linear prism structures with right top angles on one of
its surfaces, said surface facing the light source. Said
sheet, with prism points directed to the inside of the hous-
ing, may be flat or curved. During activation of the LEDs,
part of the light emitted by the light sources exits the
luminaire via the first exit window, whereas another part
exits via the second exit screen. Light exiting the first
window can be optimized with the curved sheet regarding
glare and beam shape. Light exiting the second window
can be optimized regarding beam shape only, as glare
is not important here. This embodiment of the luminaire
is especially suitable for decorative office lighting purpos-
es.
[0018] A still further interesting embodiment of the in-
vented luminaire is characterized in that the exit window
comprises a number of sub-windows, being provided with
a curved sheet. This embodiment allows the invention to
be applied in luminaires with relatively large width (x-
direction) and length (y-direction), whereas the depth (z-
direction) remains still relatively small. It is preferred to
position half of the curved sheets with the axis of curva-
ture in the x-direction and the other half of the curved
sheets with the axis of curvature in the y-direction. With
this preferred embodiment, glare is almost zero in the
direction along the prisms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

[0019] These and other aspects of the invention are
apparent from and will be elucidated with reference to
the embodiments described hereinafter.
[0020] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 shows a perspective embodiment of a lumi-
naire and cross sections of three design variations
of the perspective embodiment of the luminaire,

Fig. 2 shows the intensity patterns of two luminaires,
one being according to the prior art (A) and the other
being according to the invention (B),
Fig. 3 shows in perspective a curved, prismatic sheet
used in the luminaires according to the invention and
some cross sections of this sheet,
Fig. 4 shows a preferred embodiment of the lumi-
naire according to the present invention,
Fig. 5 shows another preferred embodiment of the
luminaire according to the present invention,
Fig. 6 shows still another preferred embodiment of
the luminaire according to the present invention.

[0021] It is noted that the Figures are schematically
and not to scale. References to same parts in different
drawings are indicated with the same reference numer-
als.

DESCRIPTIONS OF EMBODIMENTS

[0022] Fig. 1-A shows in perspective a luminaire (1)
being designed as an elongated box. It comprises a rec-
tangular housing (2) with two side wall parts (3), two end
wall parts (4) and a bottom wall part (5). A light exit win-
dow (6) is positioned opposite to the bottom wall part (5).
It is noted that, in principle, the luminaire can have a
circular form, so that only one side wall can be distin-
guished. Moreover, side walls (3,4) can be formed as
curved extensions of bottom part (5), so that no clear
distinction can be made between these different wall
parts of the housing (2). In the depicted luminaire, the
length is 100 cm, the width is 13.5 cm and the height is
5 cm. The inside surfaces of housing parts (3, 4 and 5)
are reflective and made of aluminum (Miro of Alanod).
[0023] Luminaire (1) comprises a light source (7) (not
shown here but indicated by dotted line (8)), positioned
on flat bottom wall part (5). Said light source is formed
as an array of LEDs (9), being positioned in a two dimen-
sional area and generating a constant flux during oper-
ation of the LEDs (9). The luminaire also comprises an
optically transparent sheet (10) for transmitting light gen-
erated by the light source (7). The sheet has a plurality
of elongated linear prism structures with right top angles
and is positioned in the housing (2). Figs. 1-B, 1-C and
1-D are cross sections of the luminaire along the plane
indicated by dotted line (11) normal to the length of the
luminaire.
[0024] Fig. 1-B shows an embodiment of a luminaire
not according to the present invention. In this embodi-
ment, sheet (10) is not curved, but flat. Said sheet is
attached in the exit window (6) by clamping means (12).
The elongated linear prismatic structures run parallel to
the length of the luminaire. The surface of the sheet (10)
has the prism structures facing away from the inside of
the housing, so that the prisms point away from the light
source (7). A cover (13) of polycarbonate material is also
present in the exit window (6). This cover is optional and
protects the interior of the luminaire from dust.
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[0025] Fig. 1-C shows an embodiment of the luminaire
according to the present invention. This embodiment dif-
fers from the one shown in Fig. 1-B in that the prismatic
sheet (10) is curved. In this luminaire, the curvature of
the sheet is 0.2. The linear prisms’ structures are on the
concave side of the sheet (10). So, also here the prisms
point away from the light source (7). In this embodiment
the sheet is attached in the exit window (6) by clamping
means (12) in a self-bearing manner. The (imaginary)
axis of curvature runs parallel to the elongated linear
prism structures of the sheet. So, this axis is normal to
the plane of the cross section. As will be detailed below,
this embodiment of the luminaire shows less glare during
its operation, especially when viewing takes places in the
length direction of the luminaire.
[0026] Fig. 1-D shows a further embodiment of the lu-
minaire according to the invention. In this embodiment,
opposed side walls (3) are not parallel, but extend away
from each other, when viewed in the direction of the exit
window (6). Further, the array of LEDs (9), which are
positioned in a two dimensional area and which generate
a constant flux during operation of the LEDs (9) are not
in a flat bottom wall part (5) plane, but on a curved bottom
part (5). Moreover, a number of the LEDs (9) are blue-
emitting LEDs.
[0027] In this embodiment, part of the curved sheet
(10) is glued onto the surface of an open cylinder seg-
ment, of which two side parts (14) are shown. These parts
are connected to the housing (2). The light of the LEDs
(9) can be transmitted through the part of the sheet which
is not attached to the cylinder segment. The cylinder has
a radius of 10.0 cm. The cylinder affects the shape of the
sheet. So, the cross section of the sheet (10) as shown
in Fig 1-D has the form of part of a circle. The curvature
of the sheet (10) - as defined before - amounts to 0.19
(p=2.6 and q= 13.5; compare Fig. 3-C). The prisms on
the concave side of the sheet are again pointing away
from the LEDs (9).
[0028] Between LEDs (9) and sheet (10), an additional,
self-bearing layer (15) of phosphor material has been
provided. This material converts at least part of the blue
light emitted by the blue-emitting LEDs (9) into light of a
different color. As a result of the presence of the blue-
emitting LEDs (9) and the phosphor layer (15), optimiza-
tion of the color rendering index (CRI) is possible, which
is especially beneficial when the luminaire (1) is used for
office lighting.
[0029] Fig. 2 shows the intensity distribution of light
emitted by the luminaires described in Fig. 1-B (not ac-
cording to the invention) and Fig. 1-C (according to the
invention). The light intensity distribution of the luminaire
not according to the invention is shown in Fig. 2-A, where-
as the same distribution shown in Fig. 2-B is achieved
by the luminaire according to the invention. A comparison
of both intensity profiles shows that the one in Fig. 2-A
is rather asymmetric. Especially at glare angles above
60° (in the width direction of the luminaire) a high intensity
is present, shown in Fig. 2-A as a difference between

white and black. The profile in Fig. 2-B is far more sym-
metric. Moreover, the intensities shown in Fig. 2-A are
not present in Fig. 2-B. This clearly demonstrates the
effect of curving the prismatic sheet (10) on the light in-
tensity profiles of luminaires as described above. Thus,
with prismatic sheets being positioned in a curved man-
ner in the housing of a luminaire, low-glare, symmetric
beam shaping is possible.
[0030] In Fig. 3, the curved prismatic sheets are de-
scribed in more detail. Fig. 3-A shows a perspective view
of such a sheet (10). It has a plurality of elongated linear
prism structures with right top angles on one of the main
surfaces. The other surface of the sheet is unstructured.
The structured surface is on the concave (hollow) side
of the sheet. It is moreover curved in such a manner that
the (imaginary) axis of curvature runs parallel to the elon-
gated linear prism structures of the sheet. These linear
structures are schematically indicated in the sheet by
lines. As described before, such sheets can be obtained
from firms like 3M and Reflexite. These sheets have on
one of their main surfaces a plurality of elongated linear
prism structures having a top angle of appr. 90° (= right
top angle). The best results are achieved using sheets
with top angles of exactly 900 (deviation less than 5°).
The other main surface is flat (i.e. not structured). Fig. 3-
B shows a small part of a cross section of such a sheet,
with right top angles (16). In practice, the distance be-
tween the linear prism structures ranges between 20 and
100 micron.
[0031] With the help of Fig. 3-C, the definition of cur-
vature is explained in more detail. The curvature of a
sheet (10) is defined as the maximum distance (p) from
the curved sheet (10) to an imaginary flat plane (dotted
line) connecting two opposing ends (17) of the sheet,
divided by the shortest distance (q) between these ends.
Thus, in a sheet of 10 cm x 10 cm having a maximum
distance of 1 cm from the flat plane connecting two op-
posing ends of the sheet, the curvature amounts to 0.1.
Considering the mirror plane (18) of both opposing ends
of the sheet, the curve may be symmetric or asymmetric.
Although asymmetric curvatures in the sheet (not shown)
will also show the advantageous effect of glare reduction,
such curvatures will negatively influence the beam shape
of the light exiting the luminaire. So, sheets having the
curve maximum centrally between two opposing edges
(shown) are preferred. The (symmetric) curves can have
different forms, like a parabolic curvature (Fig. 3-D) or a
Gaussian curvature (Fig. 3-E). The latter curves can be
induced by clamping the opposing ends (17) of a pris-
matic sheet (10) at a specific angle.
[0032] Fig. 4 shows a preferred embodiment of the lu-
minaire according to the present invention. Fig. 4-A
shows a cross section of the luminaire transverse to its
length direction, whereas Fig. 4-B shows a cross section
along its length direction. This embodiment has the fea-
ture that the light source (7) comprises a number of LEDs
(9) positioned in the housing (2) on at least one of the
end wall parts (4), and that reflecting means (19) are
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positioned on the bottom wall part (5) of the housing for
directing the light generated by the LEDs (9) via the
curved sheet (10) to the exit window (6).
[0033] In this embodiment of the invention, the pris-
matic sheet (10) is used as part of a hollow light guide to
create the required beam. Light generated by the LEDs
(6) during operation of the luminaire is collimated and
captured in the light guide. Said light guide consists of
reflective (specular of prismatic) side wall parts (3) and
bottom wall part (5) and the curved prismatic sheet (10).
The light beams are extracted from the light guide when
they impinge on the reflecting means (19). In the depicted
luminaire, these means (19) are provided by printing a
pattern of diffusely reflective outcoupling dots on bottom
wall part (5). Also here, the luminaire can optionally be
provided with a cover (13) formed by a transparent plate,
for example of glass material.
[0034] Fig. 5 shows in cross section another preferred
embodiment of the luminaire according to the present
invention. In this embodiment, the housing (2) of the lu-
minaire (1) comprises a second light exit window (20) in
the bottom wall part (5). In this specific embodiment, the
LEDs (9) are positioned on the side walls (3) of the hous-
ing. A diffuser plate (21) is positioned in the housing be-
tween the LEDs (9) and the curved prismatic sheet 10).
Again this sheet is positioned in a self-bearing manner,
with the top angles pointing to the outside of the housing
(2). Also here the curved sheet (10) causes the desired
glare reduction of the light generated by LEDs (9). Op-
tionally a transparent cover (13) of glass material or in
the form of a polycarbonate plate may be attached in the
exit window (6) of the luminaire (2).
[0035] Said second light exit window (20) is preferably
provided with an optical plate (21) for generating a de-
sired second beam, being directed substantially in the
opposite direction with respect to the beam exiting the
exit window (6). Said optical plate (21) consists of a dif-
fuser of a flat prismatic plate (with top angles pointing to
the inside of the housing). Luminaires of this type should
not be built into ceilings, but are intended for being posi-
tioned at some distance below ceilings. Light emitted via
second light exit window (20) exits the luminaire in the
direction of the ceiling (uplighter). By using the indicated
optical plates (21) in the luminaire, batwing-type intensity
profiles can be created on the ceiling. Light emitted via
light exit window (6) exits the luminaire in the direction
of the ground (downlighter).
[0036] Fig. 6 shows still another preferred embodiment
of the luminaire according to the present invention. This
luminaire is characterized in that the exit window com-
prises a number of sub-windows containing a curved
sheet. This feature will be applied especially in luminaires
having both a large length and a large width. Applying a
single curved sheet in luminaires of this dimension leads
to too large a thickness of such a luminaire. Fig. 6-A
shows a perspective view of such a preferred luminaire
having a length of 60 cm, a width of 60 cm and a depth
of 10 cm. Fig. 6-B shows a cross section of the luminaire

in Fig. 6-A taken along the plane indicated by dotted line
(22).
[0037] As shown in Fig. 6-A, the exit window (6) com-
prises 16 sub-windows (23) of appr. 15 cm x 15 cm. Each
of these windows contains a curved sheet (10), prefera-
bly having the top angles pointing to the outside of the
housing (2). As sketched in Fig. 6-A, the sheets (10) are
positioned in such a manner that the prismatic lines of
neighboring sheets (10) are perpendicular to each other.
This manner of positioning the sheets (10) has the benefit
that additional glare reduction is obtained in the direction
of the prisms in the sheet. The two-dimensional light
source may also here consist of an array of LEDs, for
example 8 x 8 LEDs (9). By the addition of a diffuser it
may be achieved that the extended light source provides
an improved constant flux during operation of the lumi-
naire (2). This embodiment with sub-windows is particu-
larly useful when asymmetrically curved prism foils are
used. The asymmetry can then be cancelled by applying
a sub-window with an asymmetric curve together with a
sub-window with the mirror image of the asymmetric
curve.
[0038] While the invention has been illustrated and de-
scribed in detail in the drawings and foregoing descrip-
tion, such illustration and description are to be considered
illustrative or exemplary and not restrictive; the invention
is not limited to the disclosed embodiments. Other vari-
ations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood
and effected by those skilled in the art in practicing the
claimed invention, from a study of the drawings, the dis-
closure, and the appended claims. In the claims, the word
"comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps,
and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a
plurality. The mere fact that certain measures are recited
in mutually different dependent claims does not indicate
that a combination of these measures cannot be used to
advantage. Any reference signs in the claims should not
be construed as limiting the scope.

Claims

1. Luminaire (1), comprising:

a housing (2), having at least one side wall part
(3) and a bottom wall part (5),
a light source (7) and/or lamp accommodating
means being positioned in the housing (2), and
a curved, optically transparent sheet (10) having
a plurality of elongated linear prism structures
with right top angles (16) on its concave surface,
said surface facing away from the light source
(7), characterised in that the curved sheet (10)
is clamped in sheet clamps in a self-bearing
manner in the luminaire (1), the mutual distance
between the sheet clamps being changeable for
enabling adjustment of the curved sheet.
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2. Luminaire (1) according to claim 1, wherein the
curved sheet has a curvature of between 0.02 and
0.4, the curvature of the curved sheet being the ratio
between a maximum distance (p) from the curved
sheet to an imaginary flat plane connecting two op-
posing ends (17) of the sheet and the distance (q)
between these ends.

3. Luminaire (1) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a
clamping direction of the sheet clamps can be ad-
justed, for providing additional freedom in adjusting
the curved form of the sheet.

4. Luminaire (1) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein part
of the sheet (10) is provided on the surface of at least
one cylinder segment (14).

5. Luminaire (1) according to any of the previous
claims, wherein the light source (7) is a two-dimen-
sional area generating light of a constant flux during
operation.

6. Luminaire (1) according to claim 5, wherein the light
source (7) comprises a number of blue-emitting
LEDs (9) and wherein the housing (2) comprises a
layer (15) of phosphor material for converting at least
part of the blue light emitted by the light source (7)
into light of a different color.

7. Luminaire (1) according to any of the previous
claims, wherein the light source (7) comprises a
number of LEDs (9) positioned in the housing (2) on
at least one of the end wall parts (4), and wherein
reflecting means (19) are positioned in the housing
(2) for directing the light generated by the LEDs (9)
via the sheet (10) to the exit window (6).

8. Luminaire (1) according to any of the previous
claims, wherein the housing (2) comprises a second
light exit window (20) in the bottom wall part (5).

9. Luminaire (1) according to claim 8, wherein the sec-
ond window comprises an optically transparent
sheet (10) having a plurality of elongated linear prism
structures with right top angles on one of its surfaces,
said surface facing the light source (7).

10. Luminaire (1) according to any of the previous
claims, wherein the exit window (6) comprises a
number of sub-windows (23) containing a curved
sheet (10).

Patentansprüche

1. Leuchte (1) mit:

einem Gehäuse (2) mit mindestens einem Sei-

tenwandteil (3) und einem unteren Wandteil (5),
einer Lichtquelle (7) und/oder Lampe, die in dem
Gehäuse (2) positionierte Mittel aufnimmt, so-
wie
einer gebogenen, optisch transparenten Folie
(10) mit mehreren länglichen, linearen Pris-
menstrukturen mit rechten Scheitelwinkeln (16)
auf ihrer konkaven Oberfläche, wobei die Ober-
fläche von der Lichtquelle (7) abgewandt ist.
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die gebogene
Folie (10) in der Leuchte (1) in Folieneinspann-
mitteln selbsttragend eingespannt ist, wobei der
gegenseitige Abstand zwischen den Folienein-
spannmitteln zur Anpassung der gebogenen
Folie veränderbar ist.

2. Leuchte (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die gebogene
Folie eine Wölbung zwischen 0,02 und 0,4 aufweist,
wobei die Wölbung der gebogenen Folie das Ver-
hältnis zwischen einem maximalen Abstand (p) von
der gebogenen Folie zu einer imaginären Ebene, die
zwei gegenüberliegende Enden (17) der Folie ver-
bindet, und dem Abstand (q) zwischen diesen Enden
darstellt.

3. Leuchte (1) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei eine Ein-
spannrichtung der Folieneinspannmittel eingestellt
werden kann, um zusätzliche Freiheit bei Anpassen
der gebogenen Form der Folie zu ermöglichen.

4. Leuchte (1) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei ein Teil
der Folie (10) auf der Oberfläche von mindestens
einem Zylindersegments (14) vorgesehen ist.

5. Leuchte (1) nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, wobei die Lichtquelle (7) eine zweidimen-
sionale Fläche ist, die bei Betrieb Licht mit einer kon-
stanten Strahlungsleistung erzeugt.

6. Leuchte (1) nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Lichtquelle
(7) eine Anzahl von Blau emittierenden LEDs (9) um-
fasst, und wobei das Gehäuse (2) eine Schicht (15)
aus Leuchtstoffmaterial aufweist, um zumindest ei-
nen Teil des von der Lichtquelle (7) emittierten blau-
en Lichts in Licht einer anderen Farbe umzuwandeln.

7. Leuchte (1) nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, wobei die Lichtquelle (7) eine Anzahl von
LEDs (9) umfasst, die in dem Gehäuse (2) auf min-
destens einem der Endwandteile (4) positioniert
sind, und wobei reflektierende Mittel (19) in dem Ge-
häuse (2) positioniert sind, um das von den LEDs
(9) erzeugte Licht über die Folie (10) zu dem Aus-
trittsfenster (6) zu leiten.

8. Leuchte (1) nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, wobei das Gehäuse (2) ein zweites
Lichtaustrittsfenster (20) in dem unteren Wandteil (5)
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umfasst.

9. Leuchte (1) nach Anspruch 8, wobei das zweite
Fenster eine optisch transparente Folie (10) mit
mehreren länglichen, linearen Prismenstrukturen
mit rechten Scheitelwinkeln auf einer ihrer Oberflä-
chen umfasst, wobei die Oberfläche der Lichtquelle
(7) zugewandt ist.

10. Leuchte (1) nach einem der vorangegangenen An-
sprüche, wobei das Austrittsfenster (6) eine Anzahl
von Subfenstern (23) umfasst, die eine gebogene
Folie (10) enthalten.

Revendications

1. Luminaire (1), comprenant :

un logement (2), comportant au moins une partie
paroi latérale (3) et une partie paroi inférieure
(5),
une source lumineuse (7) et/ou des moyens de
logement de lampe positionnés dans le loge-
ment (2), et
une feuille courbée, optiquement transparente
(10) comportant une pluralité de structures pris-
matiques linéaires allongées avec des angles
supérieurs droits (16) sur sa surface concave,
ladite surface faisant face à l’opposé de la sour-
ce lumineuse (7), caractérisé en ce que la
feuille courbée (10) est serrée dans des organes
de serrage de feuille de manière autoportante
dans le luminaire (1), la distance mutuelle entre
les organes de serrage de feuille étant changea-
ble pour permettre l’ajustement de la feuille
courbée.

2. Luminaire (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la feuille courbée présente une courbure d’entre 0,02
et 0,4, la courbure de la feuille courbée étant le rap-
port entre une distance maximum (p) de la feuille
courbée à un plan plat imaginaire raccordant deux
extrémités opposées (17) de la feuille et la distance
(q) entre ces extrémités.

3. Luminaire (1) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel une direction de serrage des organes de ser-
rage de feuille peut être ajustée, pour fournir une
liberté supplémentaire dans l’ajustement de la forme
courbée de la feuille.

4. Luminaire (1) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel une partie de la feuille (10) est prévue sur la
surface d’au moins un segment cylindrique (14).

5. Luminaire (1) selon une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel la source lumineuse

(7) est une zone bidimensionnelle générant de la
lumière d’un flux constant durant le fonctionnement.

6. Luminaire (1) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
la source lumineuse (7) comprend un nombre de
LEDs bleues (9) et dans lequel le logement (2) com-
prend une couches (15) de matériau phosphore pour
convertir au moins une partie de la lumière bleue
émise par la source lumineuse (7) en lumière d’une
couleur différente.

7. Luminaire (1) selon une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel la source lumineuse
(7) comprend un nombre de LEDs (9) positionnées
dans le logement (2) sur au moins une des parties
parois d’extrémité (4), et dans lequel des moyens
réfléchissants (19) sont positionnés dans le loge-
ment (2) pour diriger la lumière générée par les LEDs
(9) par l’intermédiaire de la feuille (10) vers la fenêtre
de sortie (6).

8. Luminaire (1) selon une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel le logement (2) com-
prend une seconde fenêtre de sortie de lumière (20)
dans la partie paroi inférieure (5).

9. Luminaire (1) selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
la seconde fenêtre comprend une feuille optique-
ment transparente (10) comportant une pluralité de
structures prismatiques linéaires allongées avec des
angles supérieurs droits sur une de ses surfaces,
ladite surface faisant face à la source lumineuse (7).

10. Luminaire (1) selon une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel la fenêtre de sortie
(6) comprend un nombre de sous-fenêtres (23) con-
tenant une feuille courbée (10).
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